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The need

Solutions required

How to deal with for instance:


• Regionally varied impacts of global environmental change in Moravia


• Responding to natural disasters


• Adapting business practice to dynamically changing resources, 
markets, and geopolitical situations in the Czech Republic


• Tracking global diffusion of avian flu


Most important challenges facing science, business, and society have a 
fundamental geographic component



But…..

• The data is


- Voluminous


- Heterogeneous


- Time-space


- Multivariable


- Incomplete / erroneous


- Diverse sources


Big data
[Google Earth, 2009]

Big data and maps

• (In the past) a cartographer would consider the audience, study the 
data, make selections, aggregations, and would fill gaps and deal with 
inaccuracies, and design authoritative maps


• Today’s big data world requires a different approach. Algorithms 
analyze the heterogeneous data, make selections, aggregations, and 
consider the gaps and inaccuracies 

[van Elzen and van Wijk, 2014]

…….but where is the cartographer?

Design and creativity

• “Most algorithms and even researchers tend to rely on well-worn 
procedures and paradigms…, 


• ….but creative discoveries, in both art and science, often occur in 
unusual situations, where one is forced to think unconventionally.”

(after Finke, 1992) 

• Alternative (carto)graphic representations do play a important role in 
this creative process, but insight and understanding still rely on well 
designed maps and diagrams

Geovisualization



Geovisualization

• Integrating approaches from disciplines 
including cartography with those from 
scientific visualization, image analysis, 
information visualization, exploratory data 
analysis and GIScience 

[Dykes, MacEachren & Kraak, 2005]

Geovisualization and maps

• Maps are used to stimulate (visual) thinking 
about geospatial patterns, relationships and 
trends


- View geospatial data sets in a number of 
alternative ways


- Multiple representations with out constraints 
(traditions)


- Supporting knowledge construction

Working environment for visual exploration

Time space

Location space Attribute space

M A P D I A G R A M 

T I M E   G R A P H 

Interaction primitives

objective action operand

[Roth, 2012]



Exploratory tools

[Roth, 2012]
[Roth, 2012]

[Geovista -Penn State]

Visual Analytics

Beyond Geovisualization: (Geo)Visual Analytics

• Visual Analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by 
interactive visual interfaces	 [Thomas & Cook, 2005]

http://vis.pnnl.gov/pdf/RD_Agenda_VisualAnalytics.pdf

Detect the expected  

and discover the unknown

Visual Analytics

• Visual analytics combines 
automated analysis techniques 
with interactive visualizations for 
an effective understanding, 
reasoning and decision making 
on the basis of very large and 
complex datasets

http://www.vismaster.eu/wp-content/ 
uploads/2010/11/VisMaster-book-lowres.pdf

[Keim et al, 2010]



Analytical reasoning techniques

….that enable users to obtain deep insights that directly support 
assessment, planning, and decision making


• Assembling evidence, generating inferences and explanations from 
evidence, and comparing / assessing those inferences and 
explanations

Visual representations and interaction techniques

…that take advantage of the human eye’s broad bandwidth pathway into 
the mind to allow users to see, explore, and understand large amounts of 
information at once


• Maps & graphics to ‘off-load’ memory


• Sketch map or annotated maps in discussions

Data representations and transformations

…..that convert all types of conflicting and dynamic data in ways that 
support visualization and analysis 


• Data integration 


• Work with wide variety of often uncertain and incomplete data


	 	 Concept maps 	                                                                	 	 Geographic maps

[MacEachren, 2006]

Production, presentation, and dissemination

….of the results of an analysis to communicate info in the appropriate 
context to varied audiences 


• Inform

- Colleagues

- Public

- Policy makers



Visual analytics and Sense making

modelling
knowlegde

visualization

data

transformation

mapping

data mining

model 
building

model 
visualization

parameter refinement

user interfaceb)
[after Keim et al, 2010]

Geovisual Analytics

Geovisual analytics 

• Geovisual analytics focuses on visual interfaces to analytical methods 
that support reasoning with and about geo-information – to enable 
insights about something for which place matters 


[MacEachren, 2012]

[Fabrikant, 2005]

Specifics of time and space

• Dependencies between observations

- first law of geography:  

everything is related to everything else, but near things are more 
related than distant things                                                  


• Uncertainty

- error, imprecision, accuracy, lineage, subjectivity, noise etc


• Scale

- spatial scale


• Time

- granularity, primitives, structure

[Tobler, 1970]



Examples

Running

• Alternative insight  
in performance

Detect the expected and discover the unknown
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Our approach
modelling / geocomputation

visualization
mapping 

environment representations

visualization strategies design
guidelines

User

Problems

Questions

data User tasks Identify, select, 
compare, find, etc

Historian

When did the invasion 
turn bad?

Did Napoleon lose all 
battles?

Understand failure of 
campaign

Geovisual analytics 
enviroment

Our approach ‘detect the expected, discover the unknown’

• Environment 
-which functionality should 
available?


• Visualization strategy 
- how to go about?

User tasks 

Data

P R O B L E M 

representations

mapping 
environment

 design
guidelines

visualization 
strategies

• Alternative (carto)graphic 
representations 
- visual thinking / making sense


• Design guidelines

- how should it look like?


Visualization strategies

Visual information seeking mantra (Shneiderman 1996)


• overview first


• zoom /filter


• details on demand
User tasks 

Data

P R O B L E M 

representations

mapping 
environment

 design
guidelines

visualization 
strategies



Environment

What kind of functionality should be available?


• identify


• select


• compare


• zoom / pan


• query


• etc

User tasks 

Data

P R O B L E M 

representations

mapping 
environment

 design
guidelines

visualization 
strategies

(Carto)graphic representations in exploratory 
environments

• Maps are used to stimulate (visual) thinking about geospatial patterns, 
relationships and trends


• Which graphic (diagram / map / etc) best represents the data at hand 

- View geospatial data sets in a number of alternative ways

- Multiple representations with out constraints (traditions):

User tasks 

Data

P R O B L E M 

representations

mapping 
environment

 design
guidelines

visualization 
strategies

Map design

• How should the graphics look like to be effective?


• Basics in previous lecture and in core book; however

- Each answer might need its own visual approach

- Each stage in the the process might needs its own visuals

User tasks 

Data

P R O B L E M 

representations

mapping 
environment

 design
guidelines

visualization 
strategies

Project 1:  
Qiuju Zhang

http://vimeo.com/72028093
Zhang, Q., Slingsby, A., Dykes, J., Wood, J., Kraak, M.-J., Blok, C. A., Rein A. (2013). Visual Analysis Design to Support 
Research into Movement and Use of Space in Tallinn: A Case Study. Information Visualization. published online 25 March 
2013. doi: 10.1177/1473871613480062



Planning in Tallinn, Estonia

over 300 people and 180.000 points, 8 days of data

GIScientist and the domain specialist

User

Problems

Data

Visualization environment

Problem domain

User tasks

Questions

Visualization 
solutions

Visualization 
strategies

Urban 
Geographer

Get insight in urban 
space consumption by suburban dwellers

Examples of temporal questions:
- Is there a difference in distribution of activities between 
  weekdays and weekends
- Are there differences during the day

(See Figure5)

Motivation

Direct visualization

! Understand urban sprawl in Tallinn 


! Through studying spatial mobility of suburbanites 


! By interpreting their temporal connections to the core city and the 
consumption of land-use space in the city.

Challenges
Density

(Ahas et al., 2010)

Geographical counts

(Ahas et al., 2010)

Temporal rhythm

Software HiDE (http://gicentre.org/hide/)

Counts by land-use

Individual overview

Software HiDE (http://gicentre.org/hide/) Courtesy of Irma Kveladze

ST overview



Getting insight

• Temporal connections to the city: temporal periodicity


• Land-use consumption in the city: movement sequences and durations


• Social characteristics of the phone users: different job groups

The ‘prototype’

connection to the city

land use context sequence
participants

spatial view

land use  
legend

Participant and sequence view

The dynamic legend shows land-use types (A) and 
the total length of stay over 8 days of the identified 
participant (B) 



At work

participants that greater diversity of land-use visits 
during weekdays than at weekends

shows regular patterns during weekdays

less active patterns of land-use

Project 2:  
Irma Kveladze

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_vdNQt3htQ&feature=youtu.be

Kveladze, I, M.J. Kraak and C. van Elzakker (2013) A Methodological Framework for Researching the Usability of the 
Space-Time Cube, The Cartographic Journal Vol. 50 No. 3 pp. 201–210


Problem domain

Human 
geographers

Understand the behavior of suburban 
dwellers

When… 
What…… 
Which……. 
How often………….

Data

Visualization environment

Problem

Question

User

User task

Design  
guideline

Visualization 
strategy

Project II. Irma Kveladze Tallinn: Space and time



Project 3:  
Anomalies

Tallinn data

Traffic jam?

a)

Explore



Explore Explore

d)


